
Plugging & Re-Drilling

Full Plug Color match 2 fingers & thumb and grip 
adjustment.  Includes standard or 

mid-performance layout, 
balancing & surface choice. 

Comfort Options can be added
at posted prices.

$45-55

2 Fingers Only
Color match 2 fingers, includes re-drill. $20

Thumb Only Color match thumb, includes re-drill.                                                                                
Holes 1-1/4" or larger  will

be an additional $5.
$20

Additional Plugging Color match and price depending 
on size & depth.

QUOTE

Ball Motion Services
Dynamic Alteration

The fine tuning of a ball 
reaction shape for proper 
lane read and increasing 
pin carry.  

Weigh a Bowling Ball DONATE
The fine tuning of a ball 
reaction shape for proper 
lane read and increasing 
pin carry.  

Adjust Static Imbalance 2 $10

The fine tuning of a ball 
reaction shape for proper 
lane read and increasing 
pin carry.  

Increase/Decrease Flare 2 $15

Surface Management

Matching and 
maintaining a ball's 
surface is estimated at 
70% of how it reacts to 
the lane's properties.

Basic CleanBasic Clean $3
Matching and 
maintaining a ball's 
surface is estimated at 
70% of how it reacts to 
the lane's properties.

Power CleanPower Clean $5

Matching and 
maintaining a ball's 
surface is estimated at 
70% of how it reacts to 
the lane's properties.

Adjust Surface 2Adjust Surface 2 $5 1st grit/
$2 ea. addt’l

Matching and 
maintaining a ball's 
surface is estimated at 
70% of how it reacts to 
the lane's properties.

High Gloss PolishHigh Gloss Polish $3

Matching and 
maintaining a ball's 
surface is estimated at 
70% of how it reacts to 
the lane's properties.

Reactive PolishReactive Polish $5

Matching and 
maintaining a ball's 
surface is estimated at 
70% of how it reacts to 
the lane's properties.

Resurfacing 2Resurfacing 2 $20+

Oil Extraction
Enhance ball performance by removing any 

lane conditioner soaked into a ball's coverstock 
and Power Clean.

Enhance ball performance by removing any 
lane conditioner soaked into a ball's coverstock 

and Power Clean.
$25

Premium Service

Remove lane conditioner from a ball's 
coverstock, adjust the coverstock to original or 

requested surface texture and a new set of 
Turbo inserts and Power Clean.

Remove lane conditioner from a ball's 
coverstock, adjust the coverstock to original or 

requested surface texture and a new set of 
Turbo inserts and Power Clean.

$50

1 Surface adjustments as requested1 Surface adjustments as requested 2 After analysis, options will be given2 After analysis, options will be given

Bowler 
Specifications

PAP, AR/AT, speed, rev rate, grip span, 
size, angles & oval measurements 
Important information that's needed for you to have a 
secure fit and make better equipment choices suited for 
your style to enjoy the game more 
............................. $20 (On lane analysis by Appt.Only)

Standard Includes: Custom fitting or grip matching, 
balancing, standard layout & 1 surface 
adjustment.1 .........................................  $35

Custom Fitting & Drilling

Mid Performance Includes: Custom fitting or grip matching, 
balancing, general dynamic layout & 1 month 
of surface adjustments.1 .......................  $45

High Performance Includes: Custom fitting or grip matching, 
balancing, premium dynamic layout & 1 month 
of surface adjustments.1 .......................  $55

Specialized 
Bowling Balls

International, Viz-A-Ball, On The Ball, 
...........................Total Package, etc.  QUOTE

Drilling/Install Inserts (2) Choice of Styles and ColorsChoice of Styles and Colors $15

Thumb Option
Urethane or Vinyl SlugUrethane or Vinyl Slug $18

Thumb Option

Insert Oval or RoundInsert Oval or Round $13

Complete Set Inserts (2) & Thumb OptionInserts (2) & Thumb Option $25

Replace Inserts (2) Choice of Styles and ColorsChoice of Styles and Colors $10

Outer Thumb AssemblyOuter Thumb Assembly $20

Inner Thumb AssemblyInner Thumb Assembly $25

Adjusting drilled hole size by handAdjusting drilled hole size by handAdjusting drilled hole size by hand $3

Adjusting drilled hole size by drill pressAdjusting drilled hole size by drill pressAdjusting drilled hole size by drill press $6

Add comfort option(s) to a drilled ballAdd comfort option(s) to a drilled ballAdd comfort option(s) to a drilled ball QUOTE

Any service(s) not listedAny service(s) not listedAny service(s) not listed QUOTE

1 Surface adjustments as requested1 Surface adjustments as requested 2 After analysis, options will be given2 After analysis, options will be given

Comfort Options
FTF Bowling Services is an Xtreme Turbo 
Dealer and proud to feature Turbo products.#driventobowl

*

* Prices are subject to change


